
Peter’s Bible Comes Home 

 

 

It’s me – Bill Kivett, again. The last time I stood up here was October 2019.  To 

begin then, I reminded all that I was still just a story teller.  That had been my job – 

Historian – a story teller with this organization for over 20 years – collecting 

stories, saving them, and sharing them with all who would listen.  That last story, 

Beyond Peter’s Grave, about where our Immigrant ancestor and namesake for this 

organization, might have come to America from still remains not totally proven. 

Sadly, so few real facts about Peter are known.  Some are shown on that poster. 

 

Today it’s another story from a now even older story teller involving Peter Kivett.  

This story is about another subject that also was for a long time just a rumor, but 

one which has today become a fact-based announcement made possible by the 

activities of several very dedicated people – another fact to add to that poster. 

 

Over the years I had learned from various sources that this Kivett immigrant 

ancestor we call Peter Kivett had brought a family Bible with him when he came to 

America and settled on lands just a few steps from here around 1750.  Tales about 

an ancient  Kivett family Bible kept cropping up periodically over these many  

years I served as official collector of stories and family records for the PKFA. 

 

No one could ever pin down whether it was a true story or not. Who had ever 

really seen such an old Bible, and what ever happened to it? When pressed, nobody 

could actually say, for sure.  I resorted to the conclusion that this Peter Kivett Bible 

was just a fantasy – like so many other Kivett family tales, were based on no more 

than just wishful thinking.  Only documented facts was what I strived to collect 

and report on. 
 

Well, another Kivett Bible story was brought to me, through President Cheek, 

about an E-Mail message he had received on 22 May 2021 by a lady none of us 

had ever heard of before – a Mrs. Anne Elizabeth Wells Hayes of Westfield, 

Indiana – in the middle of that Midwestern state, near the city of Indianapolis. 

After introducing herself, she wrote these two sentences that I quote here. “I have a 

very old Bible which seems to indicate that it was brought to America by a Kivett 

family.  This Bible came down to me through my Hendricks family so my first 



question is how it got from a Kivett to a Hendricks.” She ended her short inquiry 

message with these words, again quoting, “Any information you can provide 

would be really appreciated, Thank you.” Ron and Paula asked me if I was 

interested in this message. 

 

Now, you all know I’m too old to tell any more stories, and even more so to try to 

answer such questions posed by this Mrs. Hayes.  But, that powerful Kivett gene of 

curiosity still festering down there deep within me, caused me to ask them to let 

me try some problem solving one more time. So, they did.  And after several 

months of behind the scenes probing and matching images of pages of this Bible to 

some related other real facts, here’s what has been agreed to as the outcome: 

 

There actually was a Peter Kivett Bible that he brought to America, and this was it 

– as verified on the family records page with the way the handwritten Kivett 

surnames matched the signatures of Peter on his own Will. 

 

The handwritten word for “birth” on that same page match that word’s translation 

into the Dutch language.  This brought significant support for what I deduced in 

my last message about Peter’s European origin. Peter really was Holland Dutch. 

 

It is printed in German, as verified by translation of many text Bible page words. 

 

Most of it had survived fire and water damage, as well as aging gracefully over a 

very long time. 

 

Critically, it had been purposely saved by David Lawrence Kivett from possible 

destruction arising out of court lawsuit documented mistrust among the 16 children 

of the wealthy Henry Kivett and wife Sarah Vestal in the late 1870’s. 

 

Upon the death in 1890 of this 4
th

 generation Kivett family member, David 

Lawrence Kivett, it had been quietly taken in by his widow Elizabeth Hendricks 

Kivett. Then around the time of her death in 1902 her nephew medical doctor 

James L. Hendricks who lived in Indiana continued the safe keeping by this family. 

The reason no one in the Kivett family knew much about it was because it had 

been cloaked by its mysterious residence for about the last 120 years with 4 

generations of this Hendricks family way off there in Central Indiana. 



 

Time and place and reason of its transfer to the Hendricks family had come to be 

lost to the about 85 year old current generation keeper of this precious antique.  

 

Hendricks family member, Mrs. Hayes, and myself over time worked out most of 

these mysteries.  Many of these answers were based on what was actually 

handwritten right there in this Bible.  Remember, statements written in those days 

in a family Bible are accepted as fact by courts and Federal government agencies. 

 

Once she, and I, had become convinced of what it really was and why it had 

survived such travels and tribulations, we were highly satisfied that the Kivett 

Bible was no longer just an object based on wishful thinking.  It was real, and she 

had carefully stored it in linen cloth for about 30 years in a bedroom drawer at her 

home in Indiana. 

 

Soon after, all this was fully disclosed in privacy to only a few more PKFA 

Officers, in order to keep Mrs. Hayes from being smothered by calls from a host of  

curiosity seekers. You can imagine that these PKFA Officers wanted it to be well 

preserved.  Their best option was for it to be safely stored, but available to be 

viewed, at the High Point Public Library. The PKFA formally presented this to her. 

But, all agreed that what to do with such a now verified dual-family treasure was 

best up to her to decide.  Her husband, her children, and her grandchildren wanted 

to be involved in deciding how to best preserve it for the future. That would take 

them several months, during which she and I just shared friendly family news with 

no mention of this Bible.  That approach turned out to be the right one for all. 

 

For, out of the blue, a phone call came in to me on 22 September 2022 from Anne 

Hayes.  She said basically this: “I’ve decided to bring the Kivett Bible to the High 

Point Library.  J. B. (her engineer husband) and I will be driving to see our son in 

Florida, leaving here on October 6
th
, and arriving around noon on the 7

th
 in High 

Point.  Can you send me the library address and meet us there?” 

 

So, after an extended period of research and discussions, followed by a “quiet 

period”, Anne had agreed to implement what the PKFA had suggested for her to 

do. And, it really did happen on October 7
th
 2022 to the total satisfaction of all. 

 



It is now safely at rest in the Archives Room of the High Point, NC Public Library 

– after having likely been printed in 1643 in Lancaster, UK, it traveled to 

Philadelphia with Peter, and on to Randolph Co. with three generations of Kivetts, 

then for a brief spell in Texas, back to NC, and then for four generations in the care 

of the Hendricks family in central Indiana.  Having mostly survived time, fire, and 

water, finally it made its last travel in October, 2022 from Indiana back to within 

just a few miles of the American home place of its original owner, Peter Kivett. 

 

Sincere thanks go to Ronald Cheek, Paula Weller, Dolores Harvell, the High Point 

Public Library Archives Room Staff, my wife Nell, and especially Mrs. Anne 

Elizabeth Wells Hayes and her caring Hendricks family ancestors.  I am delighted 

to have been a small part of this story – a great final one for me – to proclaim: 

 

THE REAL PETER KIVETT FAMILY BIBLE HAS COME BACK HOME TO 

SAFETY FOR CURRENT AND FUTURE GENERATIONS TO SEE. 

 

Being unveiled now are a few pictures of the 07 October event, and 4 close up 

pictures of critical pages of the Bible are also displayed for viewing.  I know this 

has been a lot, but there may be a little more time left now for a few questions. 

 

QUESTION PERIOD 

 

Thanks to you for listening today, and to the many cousins I would never have met 

without such involvement – including “cousin-in-law” Anne Hayes.  Because of all 

I have learned from them I am very proud to be a Kivett.  Finally, thanks to God 

for allowing me to remain alive long enough to share this -  truly, my final story. 

 

Nell and I are now again getting back on that dangerous road to our adopted home 

in South Carolina for whatever this life has left in store for us.  So long until 

maybe we meet again sometime, somewhere. 

 

Bill Kivett 

23 October 2022 

 



 
HIGH POINT, NC PUBLIC LIBRARY 

LIBRARY WEB SITE LINK 

 
CLOSED PETER KIVETT BIBLE 

https://www.highpointnc.gov/2328/Public-Library
https://www.highpointnc.gov/2328/Public-Library


 
PAGING THROUGH THE BIBLE 

 

 

 
INSPECTING BIBLE SIGNATURE PAGE 

 



 
ANNE HAYES SIGNS BIBLE OWNERSHIP TRANSFER 
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